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SPIRIT FILLED TEMPERAMENTS 
         SANGUINE                      CHOLERIC                          MELANCHOLY                    PHLEGMATIC 
            OTTER                               LION                                     BEAVER                        GOLDEN RETRIEVER 

STRENGTHS: 
    Enjoying 
 
 
 
    Optimistic 
 
 
 
    Friendly 
 
 
 
    Compassionate 
 
 
 
WEAKNESSES: 
    Restless 
 
 
 
    Weak-willed 
 
 
 
    Egotistical 
 
 
 
    Emotionally unstable 

STRENGTHS: 
    Strong-willed 
 
 
 
    Practical 
 
 
 
    Leader 
 
 
 
    Optimistic 
 
 
 
WEAKNESSES: 
    Hot-tempered 
 
 
 
    Cruel 
 
 
 
    Impetuous 
 
 
 
    Self-sufficient 

STRENGTHS: 
    Sensitive 
 
 
 
    Perfectionist 
 
 
 
    Faithful friend 
 
 
 
    Self-sacrificing 
 
 
 
 
WEAKNESSES: 
    Self-centered 
 
 
 
    Pessimistic 
 
 
 
    Moody 
 
 
 
    Revengeful 

STRENGTHS: 
    Witty 
 
 
 
    Dependable 
 
 
 
    Efficient 
 
 
 
 
WEAKNESSES: 
    Slow & lazy 
 
 
 
    Tease 
 
 
 
    Selfish & stubborn 
 
 
 
    Indecisive 
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The strongest extrovert 
People oriented 
Enthusiastic sales type 
 
Lion nature adds to the otter resolution & character 
traits 
    more organized and productive 
 
Vocationally 
    starts out in sales/promotion 
    end up as corporate sales managers 
    almost any people-oriented field 
    job must offer variety, actively 
       and excitement to keep interest 
 
Ususlly financially successful if properly trained &   
    motivated and loved by their families and not  
    controlled by weaknesses 
 
Weaknesses 
    they talk too much, talk before they know the facts 
    giant ego needs to be controlled 
    if resisted-they come on stronger 
    if threatened/insecure they can become obnoxious 
    leading emotional problem is anger 
    if crossed, will cut you down to size 
    may not have a very active conscience & 
    tend to justify their actions 
 
Simon Peter is the best N. T. example 
    egotistical, weak-willed and carnal but was   
    remarkably transformed and became resolute,  
    effective & productive when he became 
    Christ centered 

Highly emotional - fluctuate drastically 
    weep or cry easily - music, story, tragedy 
    genuinely feel the griefs of others 
It is important to be admired by others 
    this drives them to a consistent level of performance 
 
Of the otters - the most accurate with statistics 
People oriented - make contributions to others 
Have a great ability to commune with God 
 
Vocationally 
    as doctors - have the best bedside manner 
    make fantastic teachers - are popular teachers 
    should always work with people 
    public speaking, acting, music, fine arts 
 
Weaknesses 
    uninhibited perfectionism may alienate 
       because they verbalize their criticisms 
    egos & arrogance can make them obnoxious 
    Otters and Beavers are both dreamers so 
       thought life can be a weakness 
    mentally creative (which is good) but over done can  
       lead to mulling over insults or injuries until they are  
       down on self  
Otters & Beavers both suffer from insecurity, 
    being afraid to reach toward their potential 
    can have a problem with anger 
 
King David is example of Otter / Beaver 
    extremely likable man, had charisma, colorful 
dramatic,  
    emotional, made decisions on impulse 
    before he gained self-control fouled up his life 
       by disastrous/costly mistakes but then he gained  
       self-discipline, weakness of will almost did him in. 
    It is best for them to walk a consistent daily  
       Christian life & avoid  such mistakes than 
       to have to try to put pieces of life together. 

Easiest person to like  
 
G.R. offsets the overpowering and often obnoxious 
    tendencies of the Otter 
 
Gracious, easygoing, happy-go-lucky people 
Carefree spirit/good humor = lightheartedness 
 
Least extervertish of the Otters 
 
Usually good to their families - lavishing their 
    spouse/children with lots of love 
    unfortunately unless restricted by strong 
    moral convictions, they may extent that love  
    to everyone else. 
 
Endless repertoire of jokes - delight in making others  
    laugh - often when they should be serious 
 
Vocationally 
    helping  people is their regular business 
    various forms of sales 
    employers have mixed feelings - enjoy their 
       presence but wish they’d be more industrious 
 
Weaknesses 
    often react to their environment/circumstances 
       rather than being proactive & self-motivated 
    lack of motivation and self-discipline 
    would rather socialize than work 
    tend to take life too casually 
 
When Christ is the chief object of their love, 
    they are transformed into more resolute, 
    purposeful and productive persons. 
 
Apollos is as close as we can find in N.T. 
    skilled orator, stirred churches, loved by all 
    but did not found new works. 
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Second strongest extrovert 
Their charisma attracts and gets along w/ others 
Almost completely given over to activity 
Best at motivating others - thrives on challenges 
Face new adventures w/fearless & boundless energy 
Productive and purposeful 
Two speeds: wide open and stop 
Attracts friends anywhere and effortlessly 
Vocationally 
    good court room attorneys,  excellent fund-raisers 
    as preachers: combine practical Bible teaching 
       & church administration 
    politicians and convincing debaters 
    what they lack in fact or arguments they make 
       up in bluff or bravado 
    teachers: excellent communicators 
    especially social sciences 
Weaknesses 
    can become volatile in a moment 
    chief weakness is hostility 
    quick, explosive anger of the Otter (but w/out 
       the forgiveness) & long-burning resentment 
       of the Lion is their combination 
    they get ulcers and give ulcers to others 
    impatient, brutally or sarcastically frank 
    difficult to concentrate on just one thing 
    opinionated, prejudiced, impetuous 
    if not controlled by God, they are apt to 
       justify anything they do - and rarely 
       hesitate to manipulate/ walk over others to 
       accomplish their ends 
    engrossed in work & neglect family / friends 
    need to comprehend the importance of loving 
       and giving approval to family - when this 
       is done the entire household is transformed 
James - author of Epistle: “faith w/out works is  dead” & 
the fire of the tongue & how no one can control it  
They can have victory over cruelty & sarcasm  
    when they put Christ 1st,  this is significant 

Extremely industrious and capable 
Goal-oriented and detailed, Usually does well in school 
Possesses quick, analytical mind yet is decisive 
Develops into a capable leader - the kind you can 
    always count on to do an extraordinary job 
Remembers most details with precision 
Extremely competitive and forceful 
Battle strategy - go for the jugular vein 
Usually successful - no matter what they do 
Natural-born crusaders whose work habits are 
    irregular and long 
Practical-analytical reasoning & self-sacrificing 
Vocationally 
    best defense attorney,  excellent debater 
    best natural leader - George S. Patton 
    super salespeople 
Weaknesses 
    dictators who inspire both admiration & hate  
    opinionated - rarely hesitate to express it 
    love an argument - even against own opinion 
    quick-witted talkers whose sarcasm can 
       devastate others - they wound & destroy 
    can harbor considerable hostility & resentment 
    have an extremely driven nature 
    unless they enjoyed a good love relationship 
       with their parents, they find interpersonal 
       relationships difficult, particularly w/family 
    as parents, they can be overly strict 
    commonly suffer form bleeding ulcers w/out 
       an organic cause, colitis, & high blood pres. 
When Christ is the center - their entire life is 
    transformed and they make outstanding Christians 
Apostle Paul- before conversion he was hostile & cruel,  
    persecuting/jailing Christians even after his conversion  
    strong-willed determination turned to unreasonable  
    bullheadedness when he went to Jer. against  God’s  
    will & warning 
When transformed = completely dedicated to God 

Most subdued of all the extroverts 
Happy blend of the quick, active & hot Lion 
    with the calm, cool & unexcited G. Retriever 
More deliberate / subdued and not as apt to rush 
    into things as quickly as other extroverts 
May not be impressive at first - but they are 
    extrememly capable in the long run. 
Well-organized w/ careful planning & hard work 
Others usually enjoy working with / for them 
Know where they are going & chart their course 
Not unduly serve with people 
Ability to help others make the best use of their 
    skills & rarely offend or make others feel used 
Often get more accomplished than any other  
    temperament 
Usually good husbands and fathers 
Excellent administrators in almost any field 
Cutting edge of the lion is offset by the gracious 
    spirit of the Golden Retriever 
Vocationally 
    ministers, teachers, administrators 
Weaknesses 
    may harbor resentment and bitterness 
    barbs are tempered with cleverly disguised 
       humor - you're never quite sure whether 
       they are kidding or ridiculing 
    no one can be more bullheadedly stubborn 
    repentance or the acknowledgment of a 
       mistake is not easy for them - consequently,  
       they try to “make it up” to those they have 
       wronged without really facing their mistakes 
    the worrisome G.R. traits may so curtail their  
       adventurous tendencies that they never 
       quite measure up to their capabilities 
Titus, the spiritual son of Paul & leader of the  
    hundred or so churches on the Isle of Crete 
    When Christ centered, Titus could be  
    depended upon to faithfully teach the Word 
    & administrate the churches capably. 
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            BEAVER / OTTER                              BEAVER / LION                           BEAVER / G. RETRIEVER 

Usually gifted people 
To be sure: they are emotional creatures 
Show an interesting combination of mood swings 
Easily moved to tears, feel everything deeply 
Often loyal mates and devoted parents: if they learn to accept 
people & children as they are and refuse to be too critical. 
Flair for the dramatic 
Vocationally 
    good scholars,best teachers, especially hi-school/college 
    Beaver side will ferret out little-known facts 
       Otter side will communicate well w/students 
    sales: low-pressure that need facts and details 
    good lawyers and medical professionals 
    almost any craft or trade welcomes them 
    industry: production control & cost analysis 
    often work way up to supervisory positions 
    although extremely capable, usually work for  
        someone else, rarely launch own business 
    performing musicians, actors, opera stars, country-western  
        singers,etc as artists that can also sell their own work 
    ministers: they wear well with congregation 
 Weaknesses 
    like all Beavers, they must guard their thinking 
    if they feel rejected, insulted or injured, they drop into a mood  
    that drowns their happness, Otter nature in a sea of self-pity 
    can be unreasonably critical & hard on others 
    rigid & usually will not cooperate unless things 
       go their way, which is often idealistic/ impractical 
    usually get superior grades but take longer to finish college  
      because they change their majors, may even abandon their  
      education which makes difficult achieving their potential 
    often fearful/insecure w/poor self-image that  limits their  
       potential, more capable than they realize, 
    but they internalize too much 
 
Many prophets - tremendous capacity to commune w/God, 
self-sacrificing, tended to be legalistic, willingly died for their 
principles but had times of self-doubt & depression. 
A Christ centered life will give them power over negative 
thoughts & depression.     

Almost nothing vocationally that they can not do 
They are both perfectionists and drivers. 
Strong leadership abilities - enjoy being chairman 
Never come to meetings unprepared 
Vocationally 
    excellent attorney: prepare twice as hard & seldom loose 
    any field that demands research & accuracy 
    doctors - know latest word in medicine & tell you 
    great orchestra leaders & choral conductors 
    as educators: often leave classroom for administration 
    go into politics: many founding fathers were Beaver/Lion 
    sports: many super stars 
    may found their own institutions/business & run  
       them with efficiency not color and noise 
    many missions, colleges, & Christian organizations 
       were founded by Christ centered Beaver/Lions 
Weaknesses 
    mind, emotions and mouth can be negative 
    extrememly difficult to please 
    mood follows negative thought processes 
    although they do not remain in depression as long  
       as the other two blends of Beaver, they can lapse  
       into it more quickly 
    haunted by self-persecution, hostility & criticism 
    not uncommon for them to get angry at God 
       these negative thoughts must not last long 
    when confronted with their negative thinking patterns    
       & angry, bitter spirits, they can explode. 
    penchant for detailed analysis/ perfection if taken too far, can  
       make them nitpickers who drive others  
      up the wall, not enjoyable company for long times can be  
      very disapproving & over correcting of family 
This person, by nature, desperately needs the love of    
    God in his/her heart 
They don’t live up to their amazing potential because of their 
internalized spirit of anger and revenge. 
When they live Christ centered lives, they and those around 
them are transformed. 
Many great men of the Bible show signs of Beaver/Lion 
like Moses and Dr. Luke - the scholar/researcher  who left the 
church the most detailed account of our Lord’s life and the only 
record of the spread of the early church.  

The greatest scholars the world has ever known 
Not nearly as prone to hostility as the other two Beavers 
Usually get along well with others 
Gifted introverts combine the Beaver analytical    
    perfectionism w/ the G.R.’s organized efficiency 
Usually good-natured humanitarians who blossom in 
    a quiet solitary environment for study & research 
Excellent spellers and good mathematicians 
Extremely detail-conscious and accurate 
World’s significant inventions/medical discoveries by them 
Vocationally 
    higher education, literature, theology, 
    medicine or dentistry: may become specialists 
    decorating, architecture,and many “cerebral” fields 
    writers, philosophers, scientists, pharmacy 
    masters in construction, music and arts 
    good accountants, bookkeepers, and CPAs 
Weaknesses 
    easily becomes discouraged & develop negative thinking 
    unusually vulnerable to fear, anxiety & negative 
       self-image 
    capable of hostility caused by their tendency to be    
       revengeful 
    in addition to enduring mood swings, they can be  
       stubborn and rigid, even uncooperative 
    bitterness can ruin their life 
    strong tendency to be conscientious, allows others to 
       pressure them into making commitments that drain  
       their energy and creativity 
But once they learn to turn from the sin of criticism and to rejoice 
evermore, their outlook on life can be transformed. 
When they lead Christ centered lives, they are often loved 
and admired by their families because their personal self-
discipline and dedication are exemplary. 
 
Apostle John - he became so angry at some people that he 
asked the Lord to call down fire from heaven.  Yet sensitive by 
nature, he laid his head on Jesus’ breast at the Lord’s Supper.  
At the Crucifixion he was the lone disciple who devotedly stood 
at the cross. John was the one to whom Jesus entrusted His 
mother.  Later the disciple became a great church leader and left 
us 5 books in the New Testament, two of which, his Gospel and 
Revelation, particularly glorify Jesus Christ. 
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Easiest to get along w/ over the long haul 
Congenial, happy, cooperative, thoughtful, people-oriented 
Diplomatic, dependable, fun-loving, humorous 
Never display an abrasive personality 
Neighborhood favorites — with adults and children 
Usually good family members who enjoy a quite life and 
    love their spouses and children 
 

Vocationally 
    rarely do they take up a career in sales, although they    
       could do well if high-pressure selling weren’t required 
    education, administration, accounting, mechanics, 
    engineering, funeral directors, working scientist, 
    statisticians, radio announcers, counselors, farmers, 
    visitation ministers, veterinarians, bricklayers 
    construction workers 
 

Weaknesses 
    their weaknesses are as gentle as their personality 
       — unless you have to live with them all the time 
    they inherited the G.R. lack of motivation & the Otter 
       lack of discipline, so it is common for these people to     
       fall short of their true capabilities. 
    they often quite school, pass up good opportunities and  
       avoid anything that required “too much effort” 
    they tend to putter around, enjoy solitude, and don’t  
       seem to mind that the years pass them by and they  
       don’t go anywhere or accomplish very much 
    fear and worry churn up unrealistic feeling of insecurity 
       with a little more faith they can be transformed from 
       timidity and self-defeating anxieties — However they 
       prefer to build a protective shell around themselves 
       and selfishly avoid the kind of involvement or  
       commitment to activity that would bless them and  
       their families 
 

If they are committed Christians w/ good motivator-pastors 
    they probably take an active role in their churches. 
 

Timothy - gentle, faithful, and good-natured, the favorite  
    spiritual son of the apostle Paul.  He was dependable  
    and steady but timid and fearful.  Paul told him to “do  
    the work of an evangelist” and repeatedly urged to him  
    to be more aggressive.      

Most active of all the Golden Retrievers -but not ball of fire 
Easy to get along w/ & may become excellent group leaders 
They rarely offer their service to others, in their own  
    organized offices where they exercise control, they are  
    usually first-rate professionals. 
Their advice will be practical, helpful, and if they are Bible 
    taught Christians, quite trustworthy. 
They can be expected to do the right thing but rarely go  
    beyond the norm. 
Vocationally 
    if properly trained they make good foremen, executive 
       vice presidents, accountants, educators, planners, and  
       laborers in almost any area of construction. 
    excellent listeners, genuinely interested in other people  
       have the potential to become good counselors 
    w/ the patience of Job, they are often able to help those  
       who have not found relief with other counselors 
        - their gentle spirit never threatens people 
Weaknesses 
    are not readily apparent but gradually come to the  
       surface, especially in the home 
    lack of motivation and fear problem 
    determinedly stubborn and unyielding 
    they don’t blow up at others but simply refuse to give  
       in or cooperate 
    not fighters/crusaders but often let inner  
       anger/stubbornness reflect itself in silence 
    often retreat alone to the “workshop” or “nest” or  
       nightly immerse their minds in TV 
    the older they get the more they selfishly indulge their  
       sedentary tendency  to become increasingly passive 
    although they will probably live long & peaceful lives 
       they need to give themselves to the concerns and  
       need of their families and force themselves to become  
       more active 
If the male GR/Lion’s wife can make an adjustment to his  
    passiveness/reluctance to the the lead in the home,  
    particularly in the discipline of their children, they can  
    enjoy a long and happy marriage. 
Abraham - early days he had fear, when he surrendered 
    completely to God: his greatest weakness became his 
    greatest strength  the man who “believed God, & it was 
    accounted to Him for righteousness”  hall of faithful 

Most gracious, gentle, & quiet of all temperament blends 
Rarely angry or hostile and almost never say anything for  
    which they must apologize (mainly because they rarely  
    say much) 
Never embarrass themselves or others, always do the proper  
    thing, dress simply and are dependable and exact 
Tend to have the gift of mercy and help 
Respond to the needs of other — if they let themselves    
    move out into the stream of life and work with people  
    where they are 
Handy around house as energy permits/keep it in good repair 
All Phlegmatics work well under pressure 
Special attention should be given to keeping their bodies   
   toned up, which can give them a whole new lease on life 
Vocationally 
    neat & organized in their working habits 
    phography, printing, inventory, analysis, layout  
    advertising, mechanics, education, pharmacy, dentistry,      
    watchmaking, finish carpentry (almost never piece-work  
    or production, as they work slowly), glass blowing,  
    wallpaper hanging, painting, or anything that involves  
    intricate detail and great patience 
Weakness 
    may neglect the discipline necessary to help prepare his  
       children for productive, self-disciplined life 
    although  seldom acknowledged, a passive father who  
       lets his children grow up sassing and disobeying him  
       and their mother is just as guilty of provoking his  
       children to wrath as the tyrant whose unreasonable  
       discipline makes them bitter 
    fear, selfishness, negativism, criticism, lack of self-image 
    obsession against involvement 
 
They are not internally motivated and need to accept more  
    responsibility than they think they can fulfill: which will  
    motivate them to greater achievement. 
 
Barnabas - a man who gave half his goods to the early church 
to feed the poor, the man who contended with Paul over 
providing John Mark, his nephew, with another chance to serve 
God.  Today we have the Gospel of Mark because faithful, 
dedicated, and gentle Barnabas was willing to help Mark over a 
hard place in his life. 
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LOVE 
  will have care/concern for others 
 
SELF-CONTROL 
    no longer “going along with the crowd” 
 
    more organized,  more dependable 
 
    learn to say “no” 
    —so he can do good job of present 
    responsibilities 
 
    new purpose & challenge 
    —to be used of God 
 
PEACE 
    relaxed peace 
 
    commit way unto the Lord 
 
    pleasing affect on people 
 
   control fiery temper 
 
HUMILITY 
    concerned for others 
  
    no longer ridicule others for a laugh 
 
Purposeful compassion 
Talk will be changed 
—centered around Christ 
Long-suffering, Faith, Goodness 

LOVE 
    genuine compassion for people 
 
    see them as ones for whom Christ died 
 
PEACE 
    easier to “wait on the Lord” for  wisdom 
 
    happier, more content 
 
    learns to “cast all his care” on the Lord 
 
    values uninterrupted walk with Christ 
 
GENTLENESS 
    polite, gracious, courteous 
 
GOODNESS 
    considerate of others 
 
LONG-SUFFERING 
    patient with weaknesses of others 
 
MEEKNESS 
    humility, desire to do for others 
 
Will enjoy love and companionship 
    of family and friends 
Effective Christian leader 
Attempts great things for God 

LOVE 
    more occupied with Christ and others 
 
MEEKNESS & GOODNESS 
    eyes off himself, 
    involved with someone else 
 
    no longer criticizes 
 
FAITH 
    not pessimistic 
 
    looks at impossibility 
    with power of God in view 
 
JOY & PEACE 
    no depression if knows and 
    lives in the joy of the Holy Spirit 
 
Enjoys peaceful sleep 
Loves others to the Saviour 
Serves the Lord quietly 
Be available to God to go to 
    lost humanity 

LOVE 
    motivation 
 
    give him/herself in service to Christ 
 
    become a willing leader 
 
    take biting edge out of humor 
 
FAITH 
    dispels fear 
 
    loses inhibitions 
 
    “can do all things through Christ” 
 
MEEKNESS & GOODNESS 
    think of others, unselfishness 
 
    generosity 
 
SELF-CONTROL 
    finishes jobs 
 
    gets involved 
 
Produce internally the calm; easy-going   
    person he/she appears to be 
Least amount of apparent change 
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